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A b s t r ac t
Background: Coronavirus disease-2019 (COVID-19) infection is a multisystem disease not restricted to the lungs. It has a negative impact on
the cardiovascular system by causing myocardial damage, vascular inflammation, plaque instability, and myocardial infarction. The presence
of myocardial injury is a poor prognostic sign. Electrocardiogram (ECG), a simple bedside diagnostic test with high prognostic value, can be
employed to assess early cardiovascular involvement in such patients. Various abnormalities in ECG like ST-T changes, arrhythmia, and conduction
defects have been reported in COVID-19. We aimed to find out the ECG abnormalities of COVID-19 patients.
Methods: We performed a cross-sectional, hospital-based descriptive study among 315 COVID-19 in-patients who underwent ECG recording
on admission. Patients’ clinical profiles were noted from their records, and the ECG abnormalities were studied.
Results: Among the abnormal ECGs 255 (81%), rhythm abnormalities were seen in 9 patients (2.9%), rate abnormalities in 115 patients (36.5%),
and prolonged PR interval in 2.9%. Short QRS complex was seen in 8.3%. QT interval was prolonged in 8.3% of the patients. Significant changes
in the ST and T segments (42.9%) were observed. In logistic regression analysis, ischemic changes in ECG were associated with systemic
hypertension and respiratory failure.
Conclusion: In our study, COVID-19 patients had ischemic changes, rate, rhythm abnormalities, and conduction defects in their ECG. With this
ongoing pandemic of COVID-19 and limited health resources, ECG—a simple bedside noninvasive tool is highly beneficial and helps in the
early diagnosis and management of cardiac injury.
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Introduction
A cluster of pneumonia cases were reported due to “severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2” (SARS-CoV-2) at the end of
2019 in the city of Wuhan, in the Hubei Province of China. Soon
coronavirus disease-2019 (COVID-19) was declared as a pandemic
owing to its rapid spread across the countries.1 Initially regarded
as a respiratory infection, COVID-19 is now known to affect all
major systems in the body. Quite a lot is discussed in literature
last year about COVID-19 and its effect on lungs and systemic
response. However, very little is debated about cardiovascular
involvement in COVID. It has been observed that lung involvement
is more severe in patients with preexisting cardiac involvement.
However, in sharp contrast new-onset cardiac involvement is also
noted in a few patients and few patients do present with cardiac
symptoms alone without lung involvement. 2 The spectrum of
presentation is wide-ranging from patients having no cardiac
disease at all, asymptomatic but with elevated cardiac markers,
having symptoms of overt cardiac disease such as angina,
cardiogenic shock, heart failure, cardiac arrhythmias, and sudden
cardiac death.
Arrhythmia and acute cardiac injury were reported in
16.7 and 7.2% of the COVID patients. 3 In addition to the
systemic inflammatory response, the physiological mechanisms
identified to cause cardiac involvement in COVID-19 patients are
hypoxemia-related myocardial cell injury and endothelial cell
damage due to upregulated expression of angiotensin-converting
enzyme 2 (ACE 2) in the heart and lungs.4
The electrocardiogram (ECG) changes reflect cardiac
involvement with diverse manifestations. Arrhythmia and
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conduction defects are found to be more prevalent among
SARS- CoV-2-infected individuals. 5 Myocardial ischemia,
myocarditis, shock, hypoxia, and electrolyte abnormalities were
the factors identified to cause arrhythmias.6 The presence of
cardiac involvement may imply poor prognosis and an adverse
outcome.7 Therefore, it is pertinent to assess and monitor the
cardiac abnormalities paving way for a prompt action. ECG, a
simple bedside diagnostic test with high prognostic value, can
be employed to assess cardiovascular involvement in COVID-19
patients. We aimed to find out the ECG abnormalities of patients
with SARS-CoV-2 infection.
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M at e r ia l s

and

Methods

This cross-sectional, hospital-based descriptive study was
conducted among 315 COVID-19 patients admitted in our tertiary
care center during October to December 2020 after obtaining the
human institutional ethics committee clearance and informed
consent from the patients participating in the study [IHEC NO:
Project No: 20/217]. Patients whose COVID status was confirmed
by real-time reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction on
nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal swabs were included in the
study.
Consecutive patients admitted to our hospital with SARSCoV-2-positive status underwent ECG testing on admission and
were included in the study. Patients’ clinical profiles that include
symptoms, duration, and severity of illness, and comorbid status
were noted from their clinical records. ECGs were reviewed and
interpreted by two physicians (together responsible for the
interpretation of >100,000 ECGs per year) who were blinded to
the clinical status of the patients. Patients with ventricular pacing,
immune suppression, stroke, malignancy and patients on beta
blockers and anti-arrhythmic drugs were excluded.
The ECG data include heart rate, rhythm categorized as
normal sinus rhythm or atrial fibrillation/flutter, atrial premature
contractions, ventricular premature contractions, atrioventricular
block, axis deviation, bundle branch block, intraventricular
conduction block (QRS duration of >110 ms), Bazett-corrected
QT interval (in milliseconds), presence of left or right ventricular
hypertrophy, myocardial infarction, and the presence of ST segment
or T-wave changes (localized ST elevation, localized T-wave
inversion, or other nonspecific repolarization abnormalities).

Statistical Analysis
The data collected from the patients were tabulated using Microsoft
Excel. Descriptive statistics were employed for analysis. Data were
expressed as mean ± standard deviation for continuous variables
and proportions for categorical variables. Logistic regression
analysis was employed to study the association between clinical
variables and occurrence of various types of ECG abnormalities. The
results were expressed in odds ratio with 95% confidence interval
after adjusting for important confounders.

R e s u lts
A total of 315 patients satisfying the inclusion criteria were
included in the study. Out of the total 315 patients studied, 92
(29.2%) were females and 223 (70.8%) were males with an average
age of 52.6 ± 16.3 years. Clinical characteristics like symptoms on
admission, severity and duration of illness, duration of the hospital
stay, disease course, and outcomes are depicted in Table 1.
ECG abnormalities encountered in the study population with
respect to the rate, rhythm, PR interval, axis deviation, QRS complex,
QT interval, and ST and T-wave changes are shown in Figure 1.
Among the abnormal ECGs 255 (81%), rhythm abnormalities
were seen in 9 patients (2.9%); rate abnormalities in 115 patients
(36.5%)—bradycardia (12.7%) and tachycardia (23.8%); and
prolonged PR interval in 2.9% patients. Short QRS complex was
seen in 8.3%. QT interval was prolonged in 8.3% of the patients.
There were significant changes in the ST and T segments (Table 2).
In logistic regression model (Table 3), subjects with moderateto-severe COVID-19 illness were twice likely to have at least one of
the above-described abnormalities in ECG independent upon age,
gender, and preexisting cardiac diseases [adjusted odds ratio 2.02
44

Table 1: Demographic and clinical characteristics of the study population
Demographic and clinical variables
Age (mean ± SD)
Age distribution
15–30 years
31–45 years
46–60 years
61–75 years
>75 years
Gender
Male
Female
Duration of illness (at admission)
Median duration (days)
Range (days)
Symptomatology
Asymptomatic
Symptomatic (at least one of the
below)
Fever
Cough
Breathlessness
Diarrhea
Anosmia/ageusia
Others
Comorbidities
Diabetes mellitus
Systemic hypertension
Heart diseases
Respiratory diseases
Thyroid diseases
Kidney diseases
At least one comorbid illness
No comorbidities
Disease course during hospital stay
Clinical deterioration
Clinically stable and improving
Subjects with oxygen requirement
Subjects with ICU admission
(>48 hours)
Duration of hospital stay
Median duration (days)
Range (days)
Outcomes
Discharged
Died (in-hospital mortality—all-cause
mortality)

N = 315
52.6 ± 16.3
29 (9.2%)
    77 (24.4%)
100 (31.7%)
83 (26.3%)
26 (8.2%)
223 (70.8%)
92 (29.2%)
3
0–30
69 (21.9%)
246 (78.1%)
154 (62.6%)
133 (54.0%)
74 (30.0%)
32 (13.0%)
21 (8.5%)
98 (39.8%)

116 (36.8%)
96 (30.5%)
30 (9.5%)
15 (4.6%)
13 (4.1%)
4 (1.3%)
139 (44.1%)
176 (55.9%)
68 (21.6%)
231 (73.3%)
108 (34.3%)
63 (20.0%)

9.00
1–32
296 (93.9%)
19 (6.0%)

(95% confidence interval 1.04–3.95)]. Among all subjects, ischemic
changes in ECG (ST segment changes and T-wave inversion)
appeared to be associated with systemic hypertension [adjusted
odds ratio 1.73 (95% confidence interval 0.96–3.11)] and respiratory
failure [adjusted odds ratio 1.58 (95% confidence interval 0.94–2.66)]
after adjusting age, gender, and preexisting heart diseases. The
above-mentioned associations showed a trend toward statistical
significance. No other ECG changes had any significant association
with clinical variables studied.
Of the 315 patients, 19 patients died ultimately due to COVID.
The ECG abnormalities studied in these patients are shown in
Figure 2. Prolongation of QTc interval (42%) and tachycardia
(36.8%) were the commonest changes noted in them. The various
ECG abnormalities encountered in the study population and the
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Fig. 1: ECG abnormalities in the study population

Table 2: Distribution of ECG changes at admission among the study
population
ECG changes
Normal ECG
Irregular rhythm
Abnormal rate
Sinus bradycardia
Sinus tachycardia
Axis deviation
Left
Right
PR interval
Shortened PR interval
Prolonged PR interval
QRS complex
Short QRS complex
Widened QRS complex
Poor progression of R-waves
QT interval
Shortened QT interval
Prolonged QT interval
ST segment
ST elevation
ST depression
ST flattening/coving
T-waves
T-wave inversion
Tall T-waves

Frequency (%) (N = 315)
60 (19.0%)
9 (2.9%)
40 (12.7%)
95 (23.8%)
91 (28.9%)
0 (0.0%)
4 (1.4%)
9 (2.9%)
26 (8.3%)
9 (2.9%)
91 (28.9%)
25 (7.9%)
26 (8.3%)
27 (8.6%)
16 (5.1%)
10 (3.2%)
75 (23.8%)
7 (2.2%)

Table 3: Logistic regression analysis of association between ECG changes
and clinical variables
Variable-associated ECG
abnormalities
Ischemic changes in ECG
(ST segment elevation/
depression and/or
T inversion)
Systemic hypertension
Respiratory failure on
admission
€

Unadjusted odds
ratio (95% confidence
interval)

Adjusted odds ratio
(95% confidence
interval)€

1.84 (1.113–3.055)*
1.71 (1.049–2.79)*

1.73 (0.96–3.11)
1.58 (0.94–2.66)

Adjustment model: age, gender, and preexisting heart diseases.*p <0.05

outcomes in each group are depicted in Figure 3. Adverse final
outcomes were noted in 11.5% of the patients who had ST-T changes
and QTc prolongation and 8.4% of the patients who had tachycardia.

Discussion
Myocardial injury associated with cardiac dysfunction and
arrhythmias has been reported in infectious diseases. ECG changes
observed in infections include hemorrhagic fever,8,9 leptospirosis,10
scrubtyphus,11 diphtheria,12 trichinellosis,13 and trypanosomiasis.14
Myocardial injury observed in dengue viral infection is evidenced
by the presence of ECG abnormalities like atrial and ventricular
premature beats, prolonged PR interval, bundle branch block s,
and ST and T segment changes.15Abnormal ECG findings were
found to be reported in 28% of the hospitalized patients infected
with novel H1N1 influenza virus.16 Similarly, now there is growing
evidence that SARS-CoV-2 also has the potential to have a negative
impact on the cardiovascular system.
There are multiple proposed mechanisms for cardiac damage
in COVID-19. These include cytokine release syndrome,17 direct
myocardial damage as in viral myocarditis due to the interaction
between virus and ACE 2,18,19 coronary spasm, induction of a
hypercoagulable state, plaque instability causing rupture, and
acute coronary syndrome. 20 Other potential mechanisms may
include cardiac toxicity due to antivirals, steroids, and electrolyte
abnormalities.
Even the earliest cases in China had evidence of myocardial
injury21 and previous studies did estimate the prevalence as
between 1 and 7% of the patients and 26% required intensive
care.22 Studies by Shi et al. also inferred that cardiac involvement
was associated with high mortality.23
In our study, we observed sinus tachycardia (23.8%), sinus
bradycardia (12.7%), and atrial arrhythmia (3.5%). This is in
accordance with a study by Brit Long where the commonest ECG
abnormality in COVID patients was sinus tachycardia followed by
atrial fibrillation, ventricular arrhythmias, QTc prolongation, and
ST-T segment changes.24 Atrial fibrillation (3.5%), bradyarrhythmia
(1.2%), and nonsustained VT (10.4%) were reported in another
study conducted among 700 patients with severe acute respiratory
syndrome due to SARS-CoV-2 infection.25
In our study, we encountered ischemic changes (ST segment
elevation, T-wave inversion) in 32.4% of the COVID-19 patients
irrespective of their underlying cardiac health. Italy published a
research study of 28 COVID-19 patients who underwent angiogram
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Fig. 2: Pie chart showing the final outcomes of the study population and various ECG abnormalities in the deceased population

Fig. 3: Stacked column chart depicting the various ECG abnormalities and patient outcomes in each category

for ST elevation myocardial infarction in whom 86% had STEMI as
the first presentation of COVID showing that acute coronary event
had preceded systemic inflammation. Of these, 79% had typical
chest pain, while 21% presented with dyspnea without any chest
pain.26
In the present study, 16.2% of the COVID-19 patients presented
with QT segment changes (prolonged and shortened). QT interval
prolongation has been noted in about 13% of the COVID-19 patients.
Major contributing factors to this particular abnormality may be
the list of several (now unapproved) drugs previously used for
COVID-19 treatment like hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin.27,28
QT interval prolongation may cause rhythm disturbances and
hemodynamic instability requiring ICU admission and if not
attended to may cause sudden cardiac death.
Pulmonary embolism may be a presenting issue of COVID-19 as
well as its complication. A recent study of ECG findings in pulmonary
embolism in COVID patients showed that abnormalities were mostly
nonspecific including sinus tachycardia and minimal ST segment
or T-wave changes. Specific and classic findings (classic S1Q3T3
pattern) were seen in less than 10% of the patients.29
All the 19 COVID patients who had succumbed to death had
abnormal ECG findings. In a retrospective study to highlight the
46

prognostic significance of ECG in COVID, Yang et al. have compared
the ECG changes in survivors and nonsurvivors. 30 It was observed
that the nonsurvivors had significantly higher rates of prolonged
QTc interval, axis deviation, arrhythmias, ST-T changes, and an
overall higher abnormal ECG score. In our study population, QTc
prolongation and tachycardia were the commonest changes in
the deceased.
In a retrospective ECG analysis in the COVID-19 patients, Wang
et al. have studied the ECG characteristics in the critically severe
and severe group of patients. 31 He has observed that 84.5% of the
patients had abnormal ECG findings in the critically severe group
as against 53% in the severe group. ST-T changes (48.5%) and sinus
tachycardia (30%) were the most common abnormalities noted
in the critically severe group of patients. In our study population,
mortality was observed in 11.5% of the patients who had ST-T
changes, 11.5% of the patients who had QTc prolongation, and
8.4% of those who had sinus tachycardia.

L imi tat i o n s
Other factors that influence the ECG findings such as age, body
mass index (BMI), electrolyte imbalances, inflammatory markers,
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and specifically cardiac markers were not considered in the analysis.
We wish to extend the present study to find out the influence of
SARS-CoV-2 virus on electrophysiology of cardiac muscle excluding
these factors that affect the ECG parameters. Moreover, correlation
of ECG findings with echocardiogram, clinical outcomes, and
follow-up will help us understand the pathophysiology of cardiac
diseases in COVID-19 disease. This will strengthen the race against
COVID infection by enriching our knowledge and unraveling further
mysteries around this mysterious infection.

C o n c lu s i o n
In our study, COVID-19 patients presented with ischemic changes,
rhythm abnormalities, and conduction defects. With SARS-CoV-2
having already gained momentum worldwide, it is important to
deploy simple, cost-effective bedside examination, and diagnostic
tests considering our limited health resources. ECG is of paramount
importance in the Emergency COVID Department too as it is central
to risk stratification and is predictive of an adverse outcome.

H i g h l i g h ts
•
•
•
•
•
•

SARS-CoV-2 extends its prongs well beyond the lungs.
There are multiple mechanisms for myocardial damage in
COVID-19.
Myocardial injury when present is a poor prognostic sign.
ECG is a simple bedside diagnostic test to screen for cardiac
abnormalities.
The commonest ECG abnormalities in our study were sinus
tachycardia, ischemic changes, and QTc segment abnormalities.
It is crucial to monitor the patients for cardiac manifestations
that will help to identify the complications and initiate prompt
treatment.
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